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Through glamorous photography and intimate anecdotes, this book explores the specialized
innovation, unparalleled artistry, and myriad inspirations behind the revered Paris-based
makeup line. Inspired by the theatricality and drama of most kinds of phases, Sanz explores
make-up in all of its facets, including body painting. Through the use of her paintbrushes and
expertise to the globe of makeup, she discovered a fresh way to convey a whole range of
emotions and people. This beautiful quantity gives enthusiasts of cosmetics, fashion, and
photography the opportunity to discover the creative and exuberant globe of a cult make-up
brand.s eyesight. In this exquisite book, Sanz presents her artistry and unique vision of make-
up through Ellen von Unwerth’s eyesight of makeup. A former fine-arts college student and
the founder and artistic director of Make Up For Ever, Dany Sanz began by painting theater
pieces and eventually worked her method to our body. Since that time, the stage has never
ceased to influence REPLACE Ever’
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Beautiful Photography book without text. That is a 5/5 photography publication, but as
someone who loves reading, I'd want to have a reserve such as this one but with descriptions
or a small amount of text. In order that my overall ranking is a 4/5 :) I love to observe how the
sketch turns into actual and captured in a lovely photography. This book its a windowpane to
get to know Dany's mind and artwork.
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